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Objectives

Provide a guide to making good managerial decisions.

Use formal models to analyze the effects of managerial decisions on
measures of a firm’s success.

Level suitable for students of business and applied economics
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Topics

Industrial Organization

I Business strategy in different market structures: competition, monopoly
and oligopoly

I Special topics of multi-plant firms, transfer prices

I Game theory, organization of markets, market entry

I Theories of choice, uncertainty, risk and intertemporal decisions

Topics from Organization and Management of Firms

I Organization principles, efficiency, transaction costs

I Problems of private information: insurance, moral hazard, adverse
selection, signaling

I Performance incentives, Principal-Agent Problems

I Personnel and Human Resources Management, Compensation systems
and motivation
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Preliminaries

Slides of presentation available at my website:

I http://www.econ.jku.at/winter

Exercises and examples will also be provided

You should read assigned text before

Visit the StudySpace at:

I www.wwnorton.com/college/econ/mec8/
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MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS:
THEORY, APPLICATIONS, AND CASES

W. Bruce Allen | Keith Weigelt | Neil Doherty | Edwin Mans-

field

Textbooks are in library

Old editions of the book (5th, 6th editi-
on) are also ok (more or less)

Thalia.at has the book for 65.99.
An 8th edition of the book is also availa-
ble now.
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MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS

Differs from microeconomics

I Microeconomics focuses on description.

I Managerial economics is prescriptive.

Is an integrative course

I Brings the various functional areas of business together in a single
analytical framework

Exhibits economies of scope

I Integrates material from other disciplines

I Reinforces and enhances understanding of those subjects
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THE THEORY OF THE FIRM

Managerial Objective

I Make choices that increase the value of the firm.

I The value of the firm is defined as the present value of future profits.

I Present value of expected future profits =

π1

1+i + π2

(1+i)2 + . . . + πn

(1+i)n

I Present value of expected future profits =

n∑
t=1

πt

(1+i)t

I Present value of expected future profits =

n∑
t=1

TRt−TCt

(1+i)t
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THE THEORY OF THE FIRM

Managerial Choices
I Influence total revenue by managing demand

I Influence total cost by managing production

I Influence the relevant interest rate by managing finances and risk

Managerial Constraints

I Available technologies

I Resource scarcity

I Legal or contractual limitations
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WHAT IS PROFIT ?

Two Measures of Profit

I Accounting Profit

F Historical costs

F Legal compliance

F Reporting Requirements

I Economic Profit

F Market Value

F Opportunity, or implicit cost

F More useful measure for managerial decision making
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Economic profit concept

Profit the firm owner makes over and above what their labor and
capital employed in the business could earn elsewhere.

I It could be that a firm makes accounting profits, but economic profits
are negative, i.e. there is another opportunity using the same inputs
but with higher economic profits

In competitive industries profits are zero

What are competitive industries?
I Standardized products, no risk involved, etc.

Are most industries competitive industries?
I Pharmaceutical industry, car industry, aircraft building industry, oil

producing industry???
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SOURCES OF PROFIT

Innovation
I Producing products that are better than existing products in terms of

functionality, technology, and style

Risk Taking
I Future outcomes and their likelihoods are unknown, as are the

reactions of rivals.

Exploiting Market Inefficiencies
I Building barriers to entry, employing sophisticated pricing strategies,

diversifying, and making good strategic production decisions
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DEMAND THEORY

Explain the importance of market demand in the determination of
profit.

Understand the many factors that influence demand

The role of managers in controlling and predicting market demand
(Managers can influence demand by controlling price, advertising,
product quality, and distribution strategies)

Estimation demand functions
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PERFECT COMPETITION, MONOPOLY AND
MONOPOLISTIC COMPETITION

Explain how managers should respond to different competitive
environments (or market structures) in terms of pricing and output
decisions
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MORE ON MONOPOLY

Managerial Use of Price Discrimination
I Explain how managers use price discrimination to increase profits
I Identify submarkets with different price elasticities of demand
I Segment the market and charge different prices to consumers in each

submarket

Bundling and Intrafirm Pricing
I Explain how managers can use bundling and tying strategies to increase

profit when customers have heterogeneous tastes
I Explain how firms use transfer pricing to provide incentives to

subsidiaries and divisions and to shelter profit from taxes in a global
environment
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OLIGOPOLY

A market with a small number of firms (usually big)
I Oligopolists “know” each other
I Characterized by interdependence and the need for managers to

explicitly consider the reactions of rivals
I Protected by barriers to entry that result from government, economies

of scale, or control of strategically important resources

Explain how managers of firms that operate in an oligopoly market
can use strategic decision-making to maintain relatively high profits

Understand how the reactions of market rivals influence the
effectiveness of decisions in an oligopoly market
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GAME THEORY

Attempts to study decision making in situations where there is a
mixture of conflict and cooperation

A game is a competitive situation where two or more persons pursue
their own interests and no person can dictate the outcome

Strategic managerial decisions: Characterized by interactive payoffs in
which managers must explicitly consider the actions likely to be taken
by their rivals in response to their decisions

Nonstrategic managerial decisions: Do not involve other decision
makers, so the reactions of other decision makers do not have to be
considered
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AUCTIONS

Explain how managers can apply game theory to the analysis of
auctions

Describe the importance of auction mechanisms and their use in
strategic decisions related to negotiations and monopoly markets
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RISK ANALYSIS

Explain how managers should make strategic decisions when faced
with incomplete or imperfect information

Study how economists make predictions about individual’s or firm’s
choices under uncertainty

Study the standard assumptions about attitudes towards risk
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THE PRINCIPAL-AGENT PROBLEM

Managerial Interests and the Principal-Agent Problem
I The interests of a firm’s owners and those of its managers may differ,

unless the manager is the owner.

Separation of ownership and control
I The principals are the owners.

F They want managers to maximize the value of the firm.

I The agents are the managers.
F They want more compensation and less accountability.

I The divergence in goals is the principal-agent problem.
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MORAL HAZARD

Moral hazard exists when people behave differently when they are not
subject to the risks associated with their behavior.

Managers who do not maximize the value of the firm may do so
because they do not suffer as a result of their behavior.
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